Class - II

D/P Butterfly fields activity will be conducted on
Tuesday (8/8/17).
Topic: Types of houses.

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. The Northern Mountains and The Northern Plains
1. Define the following terms.
a. Perennial rivers
b. Basin
C. Terai
2. What are the major crops grown in the Ganga basin?
3. Write about the Himadri, Himachal and Shivalik
ranges.

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Sanghamitra School
Homework

Class VI
1. Sub: Math
Time: 30 minutes
Objective: To revise and strengthen the concepts of L.C.M and H.C.F.
Do the given worksheet

Dt. 03/08/17

2. Handwriting
Time: 30 minutes
Write one-page neat handwriting in handwriting book from English T.B (follow the rules) to enhance legible
presentation skills.
3. English
Time: 30 minutes
Objective: To rectify the misconceptions in spellings and vocabulary and identify different kinds of nouns.
Complete the worksheet given (both sides) and submit on 8/8/2017 (Tuesday).
4. Social Science
Time: 25 minutes
Objective: To revise the lesson taught and the questions.
Complete WS-3, WS-4, and WS-5 (I & II) from Ls-2 diversity (Civics to revise the taught lesson.
5.Science
Time: 30 minutes
Objective: To read the lesson and answer the questions.
Read the lesson and complete WS-1, WS-2 (1 & 2 ) and WS-3 (2&3) from lesson Motion and measurement neatly in Text
booklet.
6. Hindi
Time: 30 minutes
Objective: To improve reading and comprehension skills.
Read the poem “कौन सिखाता है सिसिय ों क ” given in page -111 in T.B and answer the questions given in H,W book.

__________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

Class VII

Sanghamitra School
Homework

Dt. 03/08/17

Social H.W: Answer the questions given in H.W (Le-Role of State Government)
Objective: To read, understand time the lesson and 1 hr. Find suitable answers to the questions(Time-1hr)
1.Why are public health care services called so?
2.Is there equality in healthcare facilities? Justify your answer.
3.Write any 3 differences of public and private healthcare services.
4.Write the functions of State Government.
5.State the qualifications of a Governor.
Math H.W: Complete the given problems from Ch-2 Fractions and Decimals Ex-2.7 (1 to 5) om H.W (Time -45 minutes)
Objective: To revise the learnt concept of division in decimals. Time-45 minutes
Handwriting: Write 1 page neat handwriting book from English Text book (Follow the rules of handwriting) (Time -30
minutes)
Science H.W: Answer the given questions from Le-Physical and chemical changes in H.W book
Objective: To revise and practice the learnt concept (30 minutes)
1. Name the (a) elements, (b) No. of atoms of each element, (c) Total no of atoms of the given element.
1. water -- H2O
2. Sugar -- C12 H22 O11
3. Sodium Chloride -- NaCl
4. Calcium oxide -- Cao
5. Sulphuric acid -- H2SO4
2. Draw electronic configuration for the following elements.
a. Lithium
b. Boron
c. Carbon
d. Nitrogen
e. Argon
English H.W: Complete W.B pgs. 20 to 23
Objective: To practice sentence formation and strengthen vocabulary (45 minutes)
Hindi H.W: Read Le-10 – ‘Yeh hai Bharat desh hamara’ from text book and answers given in H.W book Time:1 ½ hour
Objective: To develop comprehending skills and writing skills. Time -30 minutes

________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Sanghamitra School
Class IX
Homework
Dt. 03/08/17 to 07/08/17
Biology H.W: Objectives: To enhance reading and comprehending skills. Time required: 3hrs
1. Read le-7 Diversity in living organisms and complete the given mind maps in C.W
2. Write 5 characteristics of each division and phylum of plant kingdom and Animal kingdom
Physics H.W: Objectives: To enhance Numerical, comprehending & Analytical skills. Time: 1 ½ hrs
1. Do the given worksheet & submit on Tuesday (10 problems)
English H.W: Objectives: To enhance reading and comprehending skills. Time: 1 ½ hrs
Read Ch. 5 & 6 and answer question no 3 on page 63 and 6 on page no 76 from the novel in H.W ( Word limit 100 – 120
words.)
Math H.W: Objectives: To enhance the application skills.
Time duration: 3 hrs
Workout given paper from Ch. Lines & Angles (16Qns) in H.W book & Submit on 08/08/17.
Social H.W: Objectives: To enhance reading skills and revise the concepts taught.
Time required: 2 hrs
Read Le. 2 (Civics) – What is Democracy? Why Democracy?, answer the questions given in H.W book ( 8 Questions) and
prepare the same for C.T on Thursday.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Class X

Sanghamitra School
Homework

Dt. 03/08/17 to 07/08/17

Hindi: Answer 17th and 18th unseen passages from grammar T.B on A4 sheets and submit on 8th August
(Obj: To comprehend the given passages)
Math: Do the given worksheets from coordinate Geometry ( 25 sums) on A4 sheets submit on Tuesday. Learn and write
all theorems in H.W for C.T on Tuesday.
English: A worksheet has been given complete work on A4 sheets neatly. (obj: To revise the completed lessons)
Social : (obj: To enhance map skills) Complete the given map assignment from Ls-1 to 7 Geography: Rubric for
assignment heading – 1M. Identification- 2M Index-1M Location – 2M Labelling – 1M Neatness – 1 Submission – 2
Note: D/P
1. See that your child completes given map assignment and follow rubric. The map for the assignments will be
evaluated for internal marks for the board. The assignment should be submitted on 8th ( August Tuesday)
2. Kindly see that school and lunch bags are washed .
3. Send your child in neat and trim uniform.

